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Monitoring and Maintenance Requirements

The hydrologic enhancement areas (Figure 2-10) will be monitored continuously for five
years to ensure their success. Monitoring will document that daily, monthly, and
seasonal water levels are matching those proposed in the hydrologic modeling. In
addition, wildlife utilization, hydrologic conditions, presence of invasive/exotic species
and any other management issues will be noted and addressed. The invasive/exotic
species monitoring and maintenance will be conducted in and adjacent to the five
construction sites of the hydrologic improvement activities only, not the entire 1,084.1
acres of hydrologic enhancement.
The RCW habitat control will be maintained on an as needed basis based on the current
conditions of the shrub and subcanopy growth. Regular mowing of the area will be used
to maintain minimal growth of undesirable species. Factors that will likely determine
the mowing schedule include, but are not limited to, seasonal climate conditions,
occurrence of wildfires, and availability of mowing equipment.
Hydrologic restoration areas will be monitored by the installation of piezometers and
the collection of pre-construction and post-construction data. Post-construction data
collected with the piezometers will be compared to both pre-construction data and the
proposed hydrologic model to ensure that the hydrology of the wetland system is
returning towards more natural historic conditions and that the activities are beneficial
for the wetland system.
In addition, all activity areas will be monitored for any other potential activities that
could affect the success of the proposed mitigation work plan. This may include any
natural "acts of God" such as flooding, drought conditions, wildfire or any other
abnormal condition that may ultimately affect the desired success criteria. Should any
of these conditions be encountered, they will be detailed within the annual monitoring
report and will include any potential remedies proposed. Based on the severity of the
situation, regulatory agencies may be contacted for additional input at the time of
discovery in order to facilitate an appropriate plan of action.
Baseline monitoring for the hydrologic restoration areas will begin within one year of
pre-construction data. The baseline event will help to establish the initial conditions
after construction and will be used as a reference to assess progression during future
monitoring events. Data will be collected from the piezometers monthly and compiled
for the annual reports. The post-construction monitoring will commence after the
baseline event and will be submitted to FDEP and ACQE annually in November. The
report will consist of a narrative describing the site conditions, photographs taken from
fixed location points, summary data from each piezometer, local rainfall data, and maps
depicting the mitigation area.
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Construction, Short Term Monitoring and Maintenance Costs

The estimated cost for the construction, short term monitoring and short term
maintenance for the Goethe site is $321,175.00. A detailed breakdown of this cost
is provided in Appendix D.
These costs represent DEF project team's best reasonable judgment as
As
professional firms with experience in these types of construction projects.
such, these estimates should not be considered final as DEF has no control over the
cost of labor, supplies and equipment or market conditions at the time of project
commencement.
These cost estimates should be used for budgeting and
planning purposes only and can be more accurately determined once the project
commences construction.
2.11

Success Criteria

Specific success criteria outlined below will ensure that the proposed mitigation
activities achieve their intended design and function. The main focus of the success
criteria for Goethe will emphasize the re-establishment of historic hydrology patterns
and flow. Regular monitoring and maintenance implementation is crucial to ensuring
success at Goethe. The mitigation area will be considered successful when the following
criteria have been met after the required monitoring time frame:
Hydrologic Restoration Areas:
Hydrology is well established, returning more towards natural historic
conditions, and visibly apparent based on the hydrologic indicators as
defined by Rule 62-340, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.);
Monthly hydrology readings for areas upstream and downstream of
mitigation activities increase and decrease proportionally with monthly
rainfall data as predicted by the hydrologic modeling and beneficial for the
wetland system.
RCW Habitat Mowing:
This process is ongoing with no specified end date due to the need to sustain
this vanishing habitat.
The overall goal of the hydrologic restoration is to restore these areas back to a more
natural condition, similar to conditions prior to the occurrence of silvicultural activities
within the area. The proposed restoration will be beneficial to both the water and
vegetative community by increasing the hydroperiod within the adjacent wetland
systems and allowing for the establishment of more desirable, wetland dependent plant
species. This will then increase the overall ecological value of the area when compared
to the current conditions by providing for additional nesting and foraging habitat for
wildlife, while also increasing the storage capacity to aid in flood compensation.
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The progress of the mitigation area towards reaching success is tracked through the
monitoring reports that will be submitted annually to FDEP and ACOE for review and
approval. In the event that the above criteria are not met at the end of the monitoring
period, or it is becoming obvious during annual monitoring that an area will not meet
the established success criteria, then PEF will work closely with FDEP and ACOE staff in
order to identify and correct any issues identified during the monitoring. Once the
success criteria outlined above are met, the mitigation effort will be deemed a success
and the monitoring of the mitigation area will be ended.
2.12

Engineering Detail Drawings

Please see the attached engineering detail drawings.
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EROSION CONTROL AND GENERAL VEGETATION NOTES:
AND MAINTAIN EROSION CONTROL MEASURES
1.THE CONTRACTOR SIHALL IMPLEMENT
AS NECESSARY TO COMPLY WITH ALL FEDERAL, STATE. AND LOCAL REGULATIONS
AND COMPLY WITH STATE WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR STORMWATER DISCHARGE.
EROSION CONTROL MEASURES INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO TURBIDITY
SCREENS. MULCHING, HAY BALES, AND SILT FENCE. IF A WATER QUALITY VIOLATION
OCCURS, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE WHOLLY RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL DAMAGE AND
ALL COSTS W•HICH MAY RESULT INCLUDING LEGAL FEES, CONSTRUCTION COSTS, AND
FINES.
2.

3.

4.

IN
DISTURBED AREAS SHALL BE VEGETATED, FERTILIZED, MULCHED, AND MAINTAINED
ACCORDANCE WITH PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS AND CITY, COUNTY, STATE, AND
FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS.
THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ESTABLISHING PERMANENT
VEGETATION AT ALL DISTURBED AREAS PER NPDES FINAL STABILIZATION
REQUIREMENTS.
OF
EROSION CONTROL MEASURES SHALL BE MAINTAINED FOR THE ENTIRE DURATION
THE PROJECT OR UNTIL PERMANENT VEGETATION IS ESTABLISHED.

5.

EROSION CONTROL MEASURES SHALL BE PLACED TO CONTAIN ALL POINTS OF
DISCHARGE TO SURFACE WATERS OR WETLANDS INCLUDING CURB INLETS, DITCH
BOTTOM INLETS, DITCHES. AND DOWNSTREAM PORTIONS OF NATURAL DRAINAGE
PATHWAYS. STREAMS, CANALS, AND TIDAL WATERS ADJACENT TO CONSTRUCTION.

6.

48 HOURS PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION, THE CONTRACTOR WILL
SUBMIT A"NOTICE OF INTENTr" TO THE EPA IN ACCORDANCE WITH NATIONAL
POLLUTION DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM RULES AND REGULATIONS.
7.THE SITE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR REMOVING THE TEMPORARY EROSION
AND SEDIMENT CONTROL DEVICES AFTER COMPLETION OF CONSTRUCTION AND ONLY
WHEN AREAS HAVE BEEN STABILIZED.

8SILT FENCES AND FILTER BARRIERS SHALL BE INSPECTED IMMEDIATELY AFTER EACH
AND AT LEAST DAILY DURING PROLONGED RAINFALL. ANY REQUIRED
f•RE.PAIRS SHALL BE MADE IMMEDIATELY.
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Long Term Maintenance Plan
2.13.1 Engineering/Hydrologic Improvements Maintenance Plan
In this section the long-term maintenance costs are provided for the GSF
mitigation site, specifically the cost associated with low water crossings and
culverts along with other non-engineered maintenance on the mitigation sites,
relative to the following road maintenance service objective.
Road Maintenance Service Objective
The proposed road service objective is maintenance for logging or pickup trucks,
with some sections that are native and some gravel surfaces. Annual average
daily traffic is 10 vehicles or less, mostly during the summer months. During a
timber sales, the road use is a mix of logging traffic and FFS administrative traffic,
with occasional other public use.
General Site Maintenance
All overall site road system that leads to and from the mitigation features shall
be visually inspected, on a once a month basis. This long-term maintenance plan
includes this inspection as a part of the FF5 management plan for the forest and
would be conducted by FF5. The general inspections should include the
following items:
roadbed thickness inspections;
*inspection and maintenance of erosion and sedimentation controls;
*vegetation removal; and
*debris removal.
Inspection schedule

-

Once every month, twice during heavy traffic cycles.

Road Regrading• Maintenance -Sites 1 and 3
All road re-grading shall be visually inspected, on a once a month basis. This
inspection shall include the following items:
*inspection of stream flow across roadway;
*removal of debris, branches, and soil deposits;
*inspection of the gravel roadbed and bedding for erosion;
*review of structural integrity of the low water crossing; and
review of thickness of roadway through the low water crossing.
Inspection schedule - once every other month
Useful life of the culvert system = 30 years

Levy Nuclear Plant &Associated Transmission Lines
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Site 2

Routine maintenance involves the removal of sediments, clogs, and debris.
Additional maintenance is required to keep culvert ends as open and "uncrimped" as possible to help reduce the potential for restricted flow. This
inspection shall include the following items:
*debris removal in the culvert;
*inspection and maintenance of erosion and sedimentation controls;
*review of the stream bed alignment of the culverts, potential for scour;
*review of structural integrity of the culvert;
*review of thickness of roadway cover over culvert; and
*removal of weeds and other vegetation.
Inspection schedule - once every other month
Useful life of the culvert system = 15 years
Low Water Crossing Maintenance

-

Site 4

All low water crossings shall be visually inspected, on a once a month basis. This
inspection shall include the following items:
*inspection of stream flow across low water crossing;
*removal of debris, branches, and soil deposits;
*inspection of the gravel roadbed and bedding for erosion;
*review of structural integrity of the low water crossing; and
*review of thickness of roadway through the low water crossing.
Inspection schedule - once every other month
Useful life of the low water crossing = 30 years
Estimated Costs for Maintenance

Design

TtlOeain
MaiteanOeraConsts

Life (yrs)

foDeinLe

Regarding -Site 1

Maintenance
Costs
$2,504.17

30

$75,125.00

Culvert Installation -Site 2

$4,651.67

15

$69,775.00

Regarding - Site 3

$2,250.83

30

$27,525.00

$7,893.33

30

$536,800.00

Mitigation Activity/Site

Annual
Operations and

LWC

-

Site 4

See the Overall Mitigation Area Maintenance Costs Schedule in Appendix E.
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2.13.2 Long Term Invasive/Exotic Species Management Plan
The Florida Exotic Pest Plant Council (FLEPPC) categorizes invasive and exotic
species as the following: Exotic-a species introduced to Florida, purposefully or
accidentally, from a natural range outside of Florida; Naturalized exotic-an exotic
that sustains itself outside cultivation, i.e., it is still exotic and has not become
native; Invasive exotic-a exotic that has not only naturalized, but is expanding on
its own in Florida native plant communities. These species have been further
categorized as Category I or Category II, based on the documented ecological
damage that has occurred.
Below is a list of the common invasive and exotic species potentially found
within the proposed mitigation site, as well as recommended treatment
methodologies, preventative measures and monitoring criteria.
Upland Species List
1. Cogon grass (Imperota cylindrica). This is a grass species that typically
grows in disturbed upland areas such as roadway edges and recently
timbered sites. This plant contains rhizomes and in order to successfully
eradicate, the rhizomes must be fully destroyed. The cogon grass seed is
typically spread through wind or wildlife movement and is very difficult
to contain.
Recommended Treatment:
application of herbicide

mechanical

removal or regular foliar

2. Chinaberry (Melia azedaroch). Chinaberry is a tree that can grow up
to 50 feet tall and is commonly found in disturbed areas mostly in
uplands, but can be found within wetlands. It often forms thickets and
can reproduce quickly by spreading numerous seeds through bird and
other wildlife movement. Due to the woody nature of the stem, chemical
treatments are the most effective.
Recommended Treatment: mechanical cutting and cut stump application
of herbicide
3. Camphor tree (Cinamomum camphora). The camphor tree can reach
heights of 65 feet and produce an abundance of seeds on a regular basis.
Theses seeds are spread quickly by wildlife and are quick to mature.
Camphor tree is typically found within drier disturbed sites, but can
eventually populate within natural areas.
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Recommended Treatment: mechanical cutting and cut stump application
of herbicide for mature species, foliar application of herbicide for
juveniles

0

Wetland Species List
1. Chinese tallow (Sapium sebiferum). Chinese tallow tree can grow as
tall as 50 feet and often has multi-stemmed trunks that can quickly shade
out competing species. It is typically found in wetter, disturbed areas but
can also thrive in well drained upland areas in addition to fresh and saline
soil types. The species can quickly overtake a habitat due to its broad leaf
coverage, shading and high seed output. The young juvenile species can
be easy to treat and prevent from spreading, but once the species
matures, it becomes very difficult to fully eradicate. Physical removal of
juvenile species is sometimes an option, but can be costly and time
consuming.
Recommended Treatment: foliar application of herbicide for juveniles,
frill girdle and cut stump application of herbicide for mature individuals
2. Peruvian primrose willow (Ludwigia peruviana). This species of
Ludwigia typically grows into a large shrub approximately six to eight feet
high. It typically grows on pond edges or other areas of shallow standing
water. It is also very advantageous and will populate quickly in disturbed
areas. The plant blooms all year, so it generates very quickly and if left
uncontrolled, can quickly overtake an area and shade out desirable
wetland groundcover and other emergent plants.
Recommended Treatment: foliar application of herbicide
3. Brazilian pepper (Schinus terebinthif~olius). Brazilian pepper is a highly
invasive, destructive species that can grow as tall as 40 feet and typically
has numerous trunks and branches that form tangled masses as they
mature.
These masses ultimately shade out desirable wetland
groundcover species as well as juvenile shrub and tree species. It also
has very high seed output and quickly spreads in disturbed areas and
road edges, as well as undisturbed natural areas. The plant also produces
allelopathic agents which suppress other competing plants from growing.
Once established, mature species are very difficult to eradicate.
Recommended Treatment: foliar application of herbicide for juveniles,
frill girdle and cut stump application of herbicide for mature individuals

0
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4. Torpedo grass (Panicum repens). Torpedo grass is a low growing,
aquatic grass that can reach as high as three feet. This species will
establish in or near shallow waters and quickly form a monoculture that
will displace native vegetation. The plant reproduces through rhizome
extension and fragmentation, so mowing, cutting or disking is not
effective and often makes the problem worse. Regular foliar application
that eventually kills the rhizome is the most effective treatment method.
Recommended Treatment: foliar application of herbicide
5. Japanese climbing fern (Lyqodium iaponicum). The Japanese climbing
fern is a vine that can grow up to 90 feet long. It is typically found in both
sunny and shady disturbed areas such as yards and roadsides, but can
also be found along less disturbed edges of swamps and marshes. The
vine grows quickly and forms tangled masses over groundcover and
shrub and juvenile tree species which smothers seedlings and prevents
further forest growth. Physical removal may be applicable in some cases,
so as not to harm the desirable species that are present, but this option is
only viable for small populations.
Recommended Treatment: foliar application of herbicide
6. Old World climbing fern (Lyqodium microphyllum). The Old World
climbing fern is very similar to the Japanese climbing fern and has the
same growth, production and habitat characteristics. The treatment for
both species uses the same approach and regular foliar treatment is
usually the best option. Physical removal may be applicable in some
cases, so as not to harm the desirable species that are present, but this
option is only viable for small populations.
Recommended Treatment: foliar application of herbicide
Nuisance Species of Concern
1. Cattails (Tvpha spp.). Cattails are not listed as Category I or II
invasive/exotic species; however, in the warmer southern climates where
the species is not regulated by annual freezes, it can quickly establish a
monoculture in disturbed wetland areas. Due to its aggressive spreading
nature through rhizome establishment and wind and water transport of
the seed, the species is often treated as an invasive species. While it
does provide some beneficial wetland habitat, it often ends up outcompeting other desirable herbaceous species. The most effective
treatment for cattails is foliar application before the plant begins to seed.
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mechanical removal or foliar application of

2. Willow (Salix spp.). Much like cattails, willow is not listed as a
Category I or II invasive/exotic species. However, it too can exhibit
similar qualities and can establish a monoculture in disturbed wetland
areas. Most will species are trees that can grow very quickly and contain
large, thickly vegetated limbs. These limbs spread out from the main
trunk and often end up shading other desirable species.
Recommended Treatment: mechanical cutting, frill girdle and cut stump
application of herbicide
3. Wax Myrtle. Much like cattails, willow is not listed as a Category I or II
invasive/exotic species. However, it too can exhibit similar qualities and
can establish a monoculture in disturbed wetland areas. Most will
species are trees that can grow very quickly and contain large, thickly
vegetated limbs. These limbs spread out from the main trunk and often
end up shading other desirable species.
Recommended Treatment: mechanical cutting, frill girdle and cut stump
application of herbicide
4. Buttonbush. Buttonbush is not listed as Category I or II invasive/exotic
species; however, in the warmer southern climates it can quickly grow in
disturbed wetland areas. While it does provide some beneficial wetland
habitat, it often ends up out-competing other desirable herbaceous
species.
Recommended Treatment: mechanical cutting, frill girdle and cut stump
application of herbicide
5. Dahoon Holly. Much like cattails, willow is not listed as a Category I or
II invasive/exotic species. However, it too can exhibit similar qualities
and can establish a monoculture in disturbed wetland areas. Most will
species are trees that can grow very quickly and contain large, thickly
vegetated limbs. These limbs spread out from the main trunk and often
end up shading other desirable species.
Recommended Treatment: mechanical cutting, frill girdle and cut stump
application of herbicide
6. Saw Palmetto. Much like cattails, willow is not listed as a Category I or
II invasive/exotic species. However, it too can exhibit similar qualities
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and can establish a monoculture in disturbed wetland areas. Most will
species are trees that can grow very quickly and contain large, thickly
vegetated limbs. These limbs spread out from the main trunk and often
end up shading other desirable species.
Recommended Treatment: mechanical cutting, frill girdle and cut stump
application of herbicide
7. Additional Tree and Shrub Species. Any additional shrub or tree
species that cumulatively total 5% or more total coverage will be treated,
controlled, and monitored as exotic species within the restoration areas.
Treatment Methodologies
1. Mechanical.
Mechanical treatment includes the use of heavy
machinery such as a bulldozer or back hoe, small machinery such as a
bushhog or tractor and hand tools such as weed eaters and pruning tools.
This methodology is best utilized when access to the treatment area is
not an issue and will not cause further damage. In addition, species such
as cogon grass and torpedo grass often have shallow root systems that a
bulldozer or backhoe can completely remove. Other species such as the
Chinese tallow are often not suited to mechanical removal due to their
deep root system as established trees and high incidence of seeds within
the surrounding soil. Mechanical removal can be very effective under the
right conditions, but can often be expensive and time consuming due to
disposal of removed material.
2. Manual. Manual treatment is often the most labor intensive and least
productive treatment method.
It involves physically removing the
invasive species and is only applicable for certain species.
3. Chemical. Chemical treatment involves applying approved herbicides
directly to the target plant through a variety of application techniques.
Specific herbicides are produced that disrupt the growth process of the
plant and ultimately kill it. Different herbicides are designed to target
specific plant types and it's important to use the proper herbicide on the
correct plant in order to yield the best results. Herbicide application
methodologies include three different techniques: foliar, frill girdle and
cut stump. Foliar application involves diluting the herbicide with water
and applying the mixture directly to the plant's leaves and stems. Frill
girdle application (also known as hack-and-squirt) is primarily used on
tree species and involves cutting several notches in the base of the tree
and injecting an herbicide directly into the interior of the tree. The tree's
natural process then distributes the herbicide throughout, which
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ultimately kills the tree. Cut stump application is also used primarily on
tree species and involves cutting down the target tree and "painting" the
cut stump with an herbicide mixture to prevent the stump from resprouting.
The use of any herbicides will be conducted by a Florida Department of
Agriculture licensed pesticide applicator who is certified for herbicide
application in the categories of "Natural Areas Weed Management" and
"Aquatic Pest Control". In addition, during the use of any herbicide, all
application rates and handling will be conducted in strict accordance with
the associated product label to achieve the best results and remain in
compliance with Florida law.
Preventative Measures
Once construction commences, DEF will introduce preventative measures where
possible to help curb the establishment or spreading of any invasive or exotic
species. These measures will be determined on-site as the mitigation activities
occur. In some cases, preventative measures may not be available or practical.
When possible preventative measures that may include planting, seeding or
hydro-mulching will be applied to help control the establishment of
invasive/exotic species. Each area will be assessed prior to and immediately
after any clearing activities to determine the extent of the clearing that occurred
and any potential invasive/exotic species that may be present or nearby that
could result in contamination.
Monitoring
Monitoring is an important aspect of long-term control of invasive and exotic
species as it ensures that the on-going maintenance efforts are effective and
achieving the desired results. Many treatment methodologies require numerous
follow up events in order to successfully eradicate the target species. A regular
monitoring plan allows for documentation of the maintenance efforts and
provides for a way to determine how effective the efforts have been. A detailed
monitoring plan is important to ensure that the maintenance efforts are
successful.
The proposed mitigation activities will clear some existing vegetation during the
construction process. These disturbed areas will provide for potential habitat for
the establishment of invasive and exotic species. These areas will be inspected
both before and during the clearing and installation process to determine the
presence and extent of any existing populations of listed species. During this
time, if any invasive and exotic species are identified a treatment event prior to
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disturbance may be conducted in order to help prevent further spread of the
species. Each disturbed area will be inspected on an annual basis in order
This
document any changes or need for additional treatment events.
documentation will include the recording of the location and prevalence of any
listed species observed, any potential alternative treatment options and photo
documentation. During the monitoring site visits, the mitigation areas will also
be inspected for any activities that could occur that would affect the success and
functions of the mitigation plan for this site.
The specific monitoring stations that were established during the short term
monitoring period will continue to be utilized for the long term monitoring. The
location of these monitoring stations may be adjusted (if necessary) to focus on
the areas that supported invasive and exotic species and/or require the most
treatment. In some cases, it may be appropriate to establish additional
monitoring plots within a particular treatment area depending on the size of the
area. Each area will be assessed for what type of species is present, the
recommended treatment method, success of any previous treatments and any
other conditions worth noting. The baseline habitat map that was established
for each treatment area in the short term monitoring period will continue to be
utilized for the long term monitoring; the long term monitoring will detail the
existing populations of both desirable and invasive/exotic species prior to the
impacts occurring. This habitat map will be updated after each treatment event
to determine any changes from the baseline data.
Annual reports of the maintenance and monitoring plan will be submitted during
November of each year, in perpetuity pursuant to the requirements of the
federal mitigation rule. Each report will include the dates of each maintenance
maps,
and monitoring event, results, photographic documentation,
recommendations and any activities that have occurred that would affect the
continued success and functions of the mitigation plan for this site.
Long Term Management and Monitoring Costs
The estimated long term management and monitoring costs for the Goethe site
are $49,775.00 per year. Appendix E provides a breakdown of these estimated
costs.
Please see the following page for a flow chart that details the proposed
inspection, treatment and monitoring plan for the Goethe mitigation sites.
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WACCASASSA AND WlTHLACOOCHEE WATERSHEDS
3.1

-

-

Levy Nuclear Plant Site

LEVY NUCLEAR PLANT SITE

Introduction

The LNP mitigation site is located on a DEF-owned parcel in Levy/County, Florida (Figure
3-1). This parcel abuts the southwestern portion of the Goethe State Forest parcel to
the north and a portion of the 110 mile Cross Florida Greenway (Inglis Island) to the
south (Figure 3-2). The enhancement/restoration activities proposed at LNP will improve
the link between these two regionally significant preserves and will ultimately result in
an ecologically improved and protected corridor between these two large systems.
3.2

Impact Summary

The direct and indirect wetland impacts within the Waccasassa and Withlacoochee
Watersheds for LNP site development and associated transmission lines impact a total
of approximately 721.4 acres of wetlands for ACOE and 727.3 acres for FDEP. These
impacts will generate a total loss of 260.3 UMAM functional units (-4.8 herbaceous and 255.5 forested) for ACOE and a total loss of 242.8 UMAM functional units (-11.9
herbaceous and -230.9 forested) for FDEP. The impact summary is provided on Table
3.1 (below). The majority of these impacts will be the result from permanently clearing
and filling existing forested wetlands, with a smaller portion coming from clearing and
filling of herbaceous and open water wetlands and indirect impacts. The proposed
mitigation plan for [NP on-site will provide for 173.6 UMAM functional units of lift for
both ACOE and FDEP, along with an additional 218.3 UMAM functional units of lift for
FDEP only within the Waccasassa and Withlacoochee Watersheds, of which 334.7
UMAM functional lift units will be in the Waccasassa Watershed and 57.2 UMAM
functional lift units will be in the Withlacoochee Watershed. Furthermore, within the
Waccasassa Watershed, 39.7 UMAM herbaceous wetland functional units of lift, 105.3
UMAM forested wetland functional units of lift and 189.7 UMAM forested upland
functional units of lift (FDEP only) will be provided to offset the herbaceous wetland and
Within the Withlacoochee Watershed, 5.6 UMAM
forested wetland impacts.
herbaceous wetland functional units of lift, 23.0 UMAM forested wetland functional
units of lift and 28.6 UMAM forested upland functional units of lift (FDEP only) will be
provided on the LNP site to offset the herbaceous and forested wetland impacts.
(Section 3.6 provides details of the UMAM scores). The balance of the Waccasassa
Watershed impacts will be mitigated for at the Goethe site and the Withlacoochee
Watershed impacts will be from the Green Swamp Mitigation Bank and Withlacoochee
Mitigation Bank.
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Table 3-1. Waccasassa and Withlacoochee Watershed Direct and Indirect
UMAM Functional Loss
ACOE
ACOE
ACOE Total
FDEP
Herbaceous
Forested
Functional
Herbaceous
Wetland
Wetland
Loss
Wetland
Functional
Functional
Functional
Loss
Loss
Loss
Waccasassa
-0.9
-212.3
-213.2
-1.2
UMAM Units

Wetland Impacts by
FDEP
Forested
Wetland
Functional
Loss
-188.7

FDEP
Total
Functional
Loss
-189.9

Withlacoochee
UMAM Units

-3.9

-43.2

-47.1

-10.7

-42.2

-52.9

Total

-4.8

-255.5

-260.3

-11.9

-230.9

-242.8

3.3

Site Description

The LNP site is located in Sections 17-20 and 29-32, Township 16 South, Range 17 East;
and Sections 5 and 6, Township 17 South, Range 17 East in Levy County, Florida (Figure
3-3). The total area of the LNP parcel is approximately 5,200 acres, but the proposed
enhancement/restoration activities for this project are located primarily in the four
mitigation zones, comprised of 1,548.7 acres. Water in the northern portion of the site
(Waccasassa Watershed) flows north through the Goethe State Forest site and water in
the southern portion of the project area (Withlacoochee Watershed) flows west and
south (Figure 3-4). As noted above, the LNP on-site mitigation is divided along two
separate watersheds, the Waccasassa and the Withlacoochee. The majority of the onsite mitigation lies within the Waccasassa Watershed.
3.3.1

Historic Conditions

Historically, the property consisted primarily of pine plantation and is currently
being used for silvicultural practices. On-site hardwood wetlands have been
avoided to the greatest extent practicable. Traditional silvicultural practices
have resulted in ditching, trail roads, and bedding rows.
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Current Conditions

Various habitat types are present at the LNP site including pine plantation,
surrounding forested and herbaceous wetlands, and several areas cleared of
vegetation. Many of the existing habitats are highly degraded from historic land
disturbances.
FLUCFCS was used to determine the different community types on site. Please
see the LNP Community Map (Figure 3-5) for details of the specific community
locations.
Uplands
1. Open Rural Lands (FLUCFCS 2601. Several acres within the mitigation
activity areas have been previously cleared and are not currently planned
The vegetation growing there is a mix of
for any specific use.
opportunistic pioneer species.
2. Pine Flatwoods (FLUCFCS 411). On-site uplands not in silvicultural
rotation are dominated by a mixture of mesic and slightly xeric pine
flatwoods. The canopy consists of predominantly longleaf pine and some
slash pine. The subcanopy and shrub layer includes saw palmetto,
gallberry, and shiny blueberry. The groundcover is predominantly
grasses, including wiregrass, panicgrasses, and broornsedges.
3. Pine Plantation (FLUCFCS 441). A majority of on-site uplands are in
The canopy consists of
silvicultural rotation as pine plantation.
predominantly slash pine. The subcanopy and shrub layer includes saw
palmetto, gallberry, and shiny blueberry. The groundcover is
and
including wiregrass, panicgrasses,
predominantly grasses,
broomsedges.
Wetlands
1. Mixed Wetland Hardwoods (FLUCFCS 617). This community type is
dominated by bald cypress and swamp tupelo. Other canopy or
subcanopy species include red maple, dahoon, swamp bay, slash pine,
common
include
fetterbush,
sweetbay, Ioblolly bay. Shrubs
buttonbush, wax myrtle, titi, and St. John's wort. Herbaceous species
include Virginia chain fern, royal fern, cinnamon fern, mnaidencane,
sawgrass, various species of beaksedge, lizard's tail, Carolina redroot, and
sphagnum moss.
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Activity Area 4

Boundary
El~jParcel
Mitigation Activity Areas

Activity Area 1

Mitigation Activity Area 1

*] 441 - Pine Plantation (77.3 ac.±)
*] 441w - Wet Pine Plantation (8.7 ac.±)
*] 621 -Cypress (100.5 ac.+)

*] 641 - Freshwater Marshes (6.9 ac.+)
*]

Activity Area 2

643 -Wet Prainies (0.3 ac.+)

*] 830 - Utilities (0.2 ac.±)
Mitigation Activity Area 2

*] 411 - Pine Flatwoods (7.3 ac.±)
*] 441 -Pine Plantation (269.1 ac.+)
[] 441w - Wet Pine Plantation (216.2 ac.±)
*] 617 -Mixed Wetland Hardwoods (15.6 ac.±)

*] 621
630
*] 641
*] 643
*] 830

[]

Cypress (104.7 ac.+)
Wetland Forested Mixed (403.5 ac.±)
- Freshwater Marshes (2.2 ac.±)
- Wet Prairies (2.2 ac.±)
- Utilities (0.3 ac.+)
-

Mitigation Activity Area 3
260 - Other Open Lands (Rural) (16.8 ac.+)

LII

*] 411

-

*] 441

Pine Flatwoods (4.6 ac.+)
Pine Plantation (100.3 ac.+)

*] 441w - Wet Pine Plantation (22.1 ac.±)
*] 621 - Cypress (44.3 ac.+)
[]630 - Wetland Forested Mixed (14.6 ac.±)
[] 641 - Freshwater Marshes (2.4 ac.+)
[]

Activity Area 3

643 -Wet Prairies (2.0 ac.±)

Mitigation Activity Area 4

*] 411

-

Pine Flatwoods (1.7 ac.±)

*] 441 -Pine Plantation (41.5 ac.±)
[] 441w -Wet Pine Plantation (28.4 ac.±)
[] 621 - Cypress (30.2 ac.±l)
[]630 - Wetland Forested Mixed (10.9 ac.+)
o

1,s00

3,000

Feet
Source(s): Florida Land Use Code, Forms, and Classification
System; FOOT Imagery (2014); NAIP Imagery (2013)
Disclaimer: The infornmationdepicted on this figure is tonconceptual purposes only.
serves to aid a licensed enginaer en geologist in rendering professional sernvces, end
is subject to reciew, and approcal Sy appropriate negulatoryagencies.
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2. Cypress (FLUCFCS 621). This community type is dominated by bald
cypress. Other canopy or subcanopy species include swamp bay, slash
pine, and Ioblolly bay. Shrubs include fetterbush, common buttonbush,
and St. John's wort. Herbaceous species include Virginia chain fern,
cinnamon fern, maidencane, sawgrass, various species of beaksedge, and
sphagnum moss.
3. Wetland Forested Mixed (FLUCFCS 630). This community type is an
even mixture of bald cypress, Ioblolly bay, and slash pine. Shrubs include
fetterbush, common buttonbush, and St. John's wort. Herbaceous
species include Virginia chain fern, cinnamon fern, maidencane,
sawgrass, various species of beaksedge, and sphagnum moss.
4. Freshwater Marshes (FIUCFCS 641). This community is composed of
a mixture of sawgrass, arrowhead (Soagittaria spp.), maidencane,
needlerush (Juncus effuses), and cattail.
5. Wet prairies (FLUCFCS 643). This community is composed of a mixture
of sawgrass, maidencane, needlerush, St. John's wort, yellow-eyed grass,
and whitetop sedge (Dichromena colorata).
3.3.3

Soils

According to the NRCS soil map for Levy County, 13 soil types are present on the
LNP site along with open water (Figure 3-6). The NRCS soils are listed in Table 32.

Levy Nuclear Plant & Associated Transmission Lines
Wetland Mitigation Plan - September 2015

84

IjJParcel Boundary
L1Soils

2 - Tavares Fine Sand/0 to 5 Percent Slopes (59.8 ac.+)
8 - Smyrna Fine Sand (2,874.3 ac.+)
9 -Pomona Fine Sand (121.3 ac.+)

11 - Placid and Samsula Soil/Depressional (1,184.7 ac.+)
13 - Wekiva Fine Sand (110.9 ac.+)
16 - Chobee-Gator Complex/Frequently Flooded (300.1 ac.+)
17 -Adamsville Fine Sand/ 0 to 5 Percent Slopes (262.3 ac.±)

18
23
27
34
38

-

Wauchula Fine Sandl/0 to 2 Percent Slopes (292.0 ac.+)
Zolfo Sand/0 to 2 Percent Slopes (36.8 ac.+)
Placid and Popash Soils/Depressional (3.5 ac.+)
Cassia-Pomello Complex (142.2 ac.+)
Myakka Sand (69.5 ac.+)

74 -Arents (3.7 ac.+)

99 - Water (4.8 ac.+)
0

1,750

3,500

Feet
Source(s). FOOT Imagery (2014); NAIP Imagery (2013). USDA Soil Survey, Levy County, Flonda
DlscluimererThe inflrorationdepicted on this figure is for conceptual purposes only, servos to aid a licensed engineer or
geologist In nendering
professional sernices. endis sutijeotto review end approval by appropriate regulatoryagenices
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